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Editorial

The world economy has undergone a major transformation over the past few
decades, with a concentration of the economy around large territories. Thus, the
location choices of companies and economic units depend much less on the costs
of production factors than on their quality and efficiency. Since the performance of
a productive system depends on its organization and reaction time, firms tend to
polarize in the densest urban areas that offer the greatest quantity and variety of
inputs to their production.
With globalization, these trends in the organization of productive systems and their
relationship to space, resulting from the growing internationalization of the world
economy, are reinforced by the polarization of economic activities in urban areas.
All this points to the fact that urban growth will be, more than in the past, the major
factor of economic growth in all regions of the world, and Africa will be no
exception to this rule.
This issue of the LEDNA Newsletter deals with one of the operational modalities
for strengthening the economic role of urban areas. The examples presented will
provide the 16,008 African local
authorities and local and national actors
with ideas for promoting their local
economies

Very good reading, dear community!
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À LA UNE

The African cities
Anchor point for the industrial strategies of countries
Among the seven aspirations of the 2063 vision for Africa developed by the African Union
Commission, the one that puts cities at the heart of Africa's development strategies is
undoubtedly the first aspiration: "A Prosperous Africa based on Inclusive Growth and
Sustainable Development1 »
This aspiration aims to eradicate poverty within a generation, through sharing prosperity
through social transformation, as well as improving the standard and quality of life,
including through a skills revolution through science, technology and innovation for a
knowledge society. It also aims to strengthen Africa's weight in globalization, to modernize
its agriculture, to strengthen its modern sector for more jobs created and income generated
and to develop the blue economy. Finally, with regard to the environment, it promotes the
ability to meet the global challenge of climate change by using and managing its water
resources in an equitable and sustainable manner for socio-economic development,
regional cooperation and environmental protection.
To this end, this aspiration aims to make cities and other establishments, centers of cultural
and economic activities, equipped with modern infrastructure, and where populations have
access to all essential basic services, including housing, water, sanitation, energy, public
transport and ICT. Recent experiences with the manufacturing industry which is one of the
models of local development that has proven itself in many African countries and in other
regions of the world are already contributing to this. These experiences create jobs,
generate export earnings, and bring rapid and lasting prosperity to a range of developing
countries, mostly African.
Large-scale manufacturing on the African continent is practically absent (the automotive
industry in North or South Africa being a notable exception). But there are many success
stories and promising avenues. Thus, although the share of the manufacturing industry in
the gross domestic product (GDP) of sub-Saharan Africa increased from 14% in 2000 to
9.6% in 20102 et and has remained at this level so far, the fact remains that the value of
manufacturing production and exports has doubled over the past decade.
Why are cities at the heart of the industrialization strategy of African countries? Because,
as long-term developments in developed countries show3, urbanization is intimately linked
to the process of division of labor: the city is unquestionably a product of the development
of industry. In other words, it is the mechanism of the division of labor which implies the
implementation of a certain mode of territorial organization (the city). In Africa, this link is
not one way; it is a two-way street, that is to say that while it is true that some cities were
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born from industry, many cities that were not very industrious at the start, gave rise to
industrial development by encouraging the deepening of the process of specialization, and
therefore the emergence of new activities.
This is how African cities have been at the heart of the industrialization strategy of African
countries. One of the modalities of this involvement of cities is the establishment of Free
Economic Zones, which are enclaves that combine tax and customs advantages. Located
within urban perimeters or in the immediate vicinity of large cities, these special economic
zones are classified into three categories: Traditional free zones; Special economic zones
and investment zones. They have multiplied in Africa since the 1980s, mainly in response
to the wave of relocation of industrial production4. These areas have the particularity of
being integrated into cities or their immediate outskirts.
In Africa, there are approximately 237 SEZs and 53 are said to be under construction, for a
total of 290 SEZs on the African continent.5. They have also made it possible to diversify
exports. From raw agricultural products to high-value-added agro-processing exports and
from clothing and textiles to electronic components. The impact of SEZs on trade growth
is stronger in the short run and relatively weaker in the long run. SEZs have a greater
positive impact on exports when outward and export-oriented policies are in place at the
national level.
The SEZs have given a significant boost to FDIs (Foreign Direct Investment) flows to
Africa, which increased by 11% in 2018 to reach $ 46 billion and is declining at a rate of
10% because of the health crisis to reach 45 billion dollars6. Until the end of 2019, the FDI
champions in Africa are:
1. Egypt (Port-Saïd, Ismaïlia): 6.8 billion USDs
2. South Africa (Port-Elizabeth, Durban): 5.4 billion USDs
3. DRC Congo (Kinshasa): 4.3 billion USDs
4. Morocco (Casablanca Port, Nouaceur, Tangiers): 3.6 billion USDs
5. Ethiopia (Bole-Lemi, Amassa): 3.3 billion USDs
Source: World Bank, Data Bank, September 2019.

Over a ten-year period, and according to the same source, the top 5 would be slightly
different: Nigeria (US $ 58), Egypt (53), South Africa (45), Ghana (31), Morocco (27),
followed from Congo, Ethiopia, Algeria. In early 2020, FDIs should increase by 11% to
reach $ 52 billion. SEZs create attractive investment conditions and strengthen foreign
direct investment. In many African countries, SEZs represent a significant share of the
country's FDI, for example, it is 21% and 10% in South Africa and Kenya respectively.
SEZs can influence the type of foreign investment, especially in professional and high-tech
sectors. Sectors located in SEZs are associated with high economic growth rates and high
returns on investment. SEZs, through economic development, have supported job creation
in skilled and highly skilled sectors in Africa. Over the past five years, more than 60
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million jobs were created7, most of them in agribusiness instead of traditional agriculture.
The zones have created direct and indirect jobs through supply chains in construction,
manufacturing, mining and utilities, textiles as well as in highly skilled sectors such as
telecommunications and digital products. The rate of job creation in the SEZs far
exceeded the total employment growth in the country. SEZs are also linked to increasing
labor productivity and improving skills.
Without being a panacea, special economic zones are therefore undoubtedly a factor of
economic development if they are well thought out and if the risk of other conflicting laws
is avoided. The cases of Tanzania, Rwanda, and Kenya are illustrative of the use of special
economic zones as a vehicle for industrialization, exports, and national economic
development.
In Rwanda, Rwanda's economic strategy has put the service sector at the forefront. The
government's second Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy (EDPRS28)
which defined its economic strategy for 2012-2017, placed a strong emphasis on services
and paid little attention to manufacturing, mainly in the form of electronic assembly. The
latest plan examined in Rwanda's first national transformation strategy (2017-2024) is
more explicit about promoting industrialization, job creation, and exports, while
maintaining the ambition to become an economy that is service-oriented. The Kigali
Special Economic Zone is a link in this strategy and provides an environment conducive to
the promotion of agro-industrial, financial, tourism and recreational activities, green
energy technology industry, residential buildings, or any other type of economic
development activity. The strategy sets very ambitious goals of creating 200,000 nonagricultural jobs each year, through the involvement of all levels of land management that
are necessary to successfully generate jobs for the young and growing Rwandan
population.
In Tanzania, the country's ambitious industrialization program 9 was integrated into the
action plan for the implementation of the five-year national development plan 2016 / 172020 / 21. The specificity of the latter is to give priority to industrialization to stimulate
economic transformation and human development. The 2018/19 budget included new
support measures for the manufacturing industry, the government also tried to prioritize
industrial projects at the local level and explore the funding mechanisms for their current
implementation, in particular public-private partnerships (PPP). These are important
measures.
It is within this framework that Tanzania has embarked on the development of special
economic zones (SEZs) with the creation of 14 zones, including one in Dar es Salaam.
This program on special economic zones aims to boost sectoral investments with an
emphasis on agriculture, trade, tourism, mining, and forestry. In a 2016 study titled "The
Role and Effectiveness of SEZs in Tanzania", the United Nations University's World
Institute for Development Economics Research (UNU-WIDER) reported that out of 140
registered companies operating in Special economic zones, 45% were local and 55%
foreign, employment in these SEZs amounting to 44,227 jobs. With a major infrastructure
development program underway, 46% of investments come from engineering companies.
Agribusiness comes in second with 43%, followed by mineral processing and meat
processing, with 8% and 3% respectively, according to WIDER. In August 2016, the
government identified six new zones intended for the development of SEZs, in particular
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the regions of Côte, Morogoro, Iringa, Njombe, Mbeya and Songwe, while the five-year
development plan II 2016 / 17-2020 / 21 of the country gives priority to the development
of SEZs in Bagamoyo, Mtwara, Kigoma, Tanga, Ruvuma, Dodoma and Manyoni, as well
as to the logistics center of Kurasini.
Table 1: The large Special Economic Zones in Africa:
Country

Egypt

City of the SEZ

Alexandria
Free Zone

Year
establishe
d

Public

Nasr-City Public
Free Zone

Ethiopia

Bole-Lemi Industrial
Park

Line of Business

1973

Chemicals and textiles and
clothing sectors.

1973

11 different business sectors,
including automotive
assembly, electronics, clothing
and leather

_

Amassa Industrial

Textile / clothing sectors
Textile

Park
Ghana

Rwanda

Maroc

Tema
Export
Processing Zone

Kigali
Special
Economic Zone

1995

2016

Plastics processing, Textiles /
Clothing, call centers / data
centers, foam manufacturing,
ICT, packaging, IAA machine
manufacturing,
DVD
manufacturing, credit cards.
KSEZ is established to provide
a conducive environment for
the promotion of agribusiness,
financial,
tourism,
and
recreational activities, green
energy technology industry,
residential buildings or any
other type of economic
development activity.

Midparc on the
Nouaceur Free Zone
(Casablanca)

High technology, especially
aeronautics.

Tangiers Free Zone
(TFZ)

A large capacity automobile
construction site

Maurice

The JinFei park

2008

Electronics industry

Nigeria

Calabar
Export Free Trade

2001

Import and export of goods and
merchandise.
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Zone
Lekki Free Zone

2006

Manufacturing, warehousing
and logistics as the main
industries in the area, and
urban
services
and
development.
Urban services and real estate
development
as
support
industries.

Senegal

The Dakar Special
Economic Zone

2007

Manufacturing,
light
engineering, textiles and food.

The Mbao ZFID
(Free
Trade
Industrial Zone

2008

Footwear
manufacturing,
synthetic
hair,
sugar
conditioning,
leather,
dry
batteries, bicycle tires.

Tanzania

Dar-Es-Salaam
Special
Economic
Zone,

Tunisia

The
Bizerte
Economic Activities
Park (PAEB)

1993

Disposable medical equipment,
Clothing and embroidery, iron
and steel industry, plastics
processing,
agribusiness,
shipbuilding and repair, sugar
refining, aeronautics industry,
etc.

South Africa

COGEA PortElizabeth

1999

Automotive
industry
and
automotive
component
manufacturing

2004

Textile, Agribusiness industry

2018

Processing industries, import /
export of raw materials

2017

700-acre industrial park that
houses companies in the
agribusiness, chemical, and
construction sectors. Phase 2:
technological // Phase 3: the
hotel sector.

2020

Sectors proposed for the
project include food processing

Côte d'Ivoire

Information
Technology and
Biotechnology
Village

Industrial and Technological
Activities

(VITIB)
Djibouti
Kenya

The capital city
Djibouti-ville
The city of Nairobi
Tatu City, à 15 km

Uganda

The Uganda Free
Zone Area (UFZA)
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at the Entebbe
International Airport

(agribusiness),
mineral
processing,
warehousing,
storage, simple assembly

Benin

East of Cotonou

2003

Sectors of tourism, food
processing,
energy
and
hydrocarbons, and agro-food
processing.

Togo

The industrial
platform located in
Adétikopé

2021

Textile industry, sourcing of
raw
materials,
on-site
manufacturing and export of
finished products.

Burkina Faso

Ouagadougou
(Center Region) and
BoboDioulasso
(Hauts Bassins
Region)

2020

Promote the processing of
local products and their export,
and attract foreign direct
investment
of
industrial,
commercial and service types

Source :
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In Kenya, the President announced his flagship "Big Four" policy program, which put
manufacturing at the forefront. Until recently, Kenya had devoted very little effort to
growing the manufacturing sector, but the election campaign around this time saw a shift
in political discourse, with manufacturing suddenly being seen as a major creator of
business. jobs (thanks in particular to the efforts of the Supporting Economic
Transformation (SET) program of ODI and the Kenya Association of Manufacturers).
While the share of manufacturing industry in Kenya's GDP declined from 10.7% in 2013
to 8.4% in 2017, job creation and industrialization increased in volume, however, an
intensification massive scale is needed to reach the target of 15% of GDP by 2022.
To contribute to “Vision 2030 Kenya”, Kenya's current industrial policy rightly aims to
attract large enterprises through the development of special local economic zones and to
improve trade logistics. At the same time, it is important to create links with the small
businesses that make up the local economy. The growth of local and regional economies
increasingly drives local manufacturing.
The priority of the new SEZ policy is for goods to be produced closer to the sources of raw
materials and for investors to obtain preferential conditions in permitting procedures. The
objective of the SEZ model is to help solve the unemployment problem (around 10 million
people). Two special economic zones are set up. The first launched in July 2017 in
Nairobi. The SEZ is expected to attract around $ 2 billion in foreign investment, according
to Kenyan authorities. The project is a joint venture between the Kenyan company "Africa
Economic Zone" and the Chinese group "Guangdong New South". Phase I of the project
includes a 700-acre industrial park that houses companies in the agri-food, chemical and
construction sectors. Phase II targets technology companies, while Phase III will focus on
the hospitality sector. The project was made possible after the signing of an agreement
between Kenyan and Chinese companies in China at the "Belt and Road" forum for
international cooperation. Kenya is considering the commissioning of three other SEZs
7

located respectively in Mombasa, Lamu and Kisumu; those of Mombasa is the most
advanced.
The table above which summarizes the major special economic zones shows the diversity
of the sectors of activity promoted. Given their potential, these special economic zones are
integrated into the country's development and / or industrialization strategy.
First, there are special economic zones that are particularly oriented towards the export of
finished or semi-finished products. By creating these enclaves entirely focused on exports,
African countries nurtured the secret hope of repeating the success of the Asian countries
of the 1960s and 1970s. This vocation of these spaces comes from the role assigned to
them by development policies. namely to promote the gradual emergence of a large
manufacturing sector focused on export-oriented industries, rather than solely on the export
of natural resources. Exports from SEZs can represent a significant share of national
exports. Most of the fastest growing African economies have a well-developed SEZ
program, with one or more cities with SEZs per country. The most telling case is that of
Lesotho where exports from SEZs in 2008 represented 64% of national manufacturing
exports.
Funded largely by foreign capital, these special economic zones had contributed
significantly to the emergence of newly industrialized countries in East and Southeast
Asia, South Korea and Taiwan. Following the same model, the first generation of special
economic zones in Africa were geared only towards exporting, largely ignoring the
potential of an area's economic links with the national private sector. These are the cases of
the specialized economic zones of Calabar (Nigeria), Djibouti, Adétikopé (Togo),
Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina) and those of Kenya. These are generally
manufacturing industries in sectors with low labor costs. In these countries, the idea is to
use zones to take advantage of an existing comparative advantage in the manufacturing
sector based on production costs, in order to facilitate the transition between inwardlooking development policies and export-led growth.
The annual growth rates of the manufacturing sector since 2000 have been close to 10% in
Ethiopia (among the top three in the world), Rwanda and Tanzania - albeit starting from a
low base. Exports of clothing and textiles from sub-Saharan Africa to other continents
including the United States increased by 18% between the first half of 2017 and the first
half of 2018, and by a whopping 106% in Ethiopia 10, thanks in particular to a desire to
build special economic zones.
There are now major opportunities for African manufacturing. As African markets are
growing and the new African Continental Free Trade Area was signed in early 2018, local
governments are advocating for increased regional and local trade in services, which, in
turn, supports industrialization.
But there are also challenges to overcome, including the now less likely relocation of
Chinese workshops. African countries should not expect large-scale outsourcing of
manufacturing jobs from China, as Chinese companies often modernize and automate at
the national level in the face of rising wages. This means that African countries need to
take a more locally focused approach to China.
Since the end of the 2000s, the trend has largely turned away from the traditional SEZ
model exclusively focused on exports, in favor of a new model that is more inclusive of the
10
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national economy and functions as “growth poles”. More concretely, these are integrated
regional growth initiatives, based on national industrial groups and local labor markets
built around essential commercial infrastructure (large cities, ports, roads, power plant
projects).
In these second-generation zones, the major economic sectors are the construction and / or
automobile assembly which generate much of the content of the special economic zones in
Egypt, Morocco, and South Africa. The development strategies of these countries elevate
them into structural activities likely to pull up an entire economic fabric through the
activities of inputs, intermediate consumption, or subcontracting. These industries are
generally oriented towards national consumption mainly, thanks to a middle class whose
incomes are growing more and more.
Among these second-generation special economic zones, some combine all sectors of
activity: manufacturing, aeronautics, automobile, commerce, electronics, etc. They are
characterized by an opportunistic, "take it all" logic characteristic of underdeveloped
countries. Unlike the many free zones created in Asian and Latin American countries
where sector specialization made it possible to achieve economies of scale, "in these zones,
it is the capture of opportunities that is put forward to attract any type of activity.
SEZs have shown tremendous potential in African cities and countries, and although many
challenges remain, these areas can play a huge role in the local economic development of
cities in Africa. In West Africa, there are now 29 free zones in 11 countries, which are
divided into free trade zones (6) and export processing zones (23)11. Overall, the impact of
these areas in West Africa, particularly on local economic development, has been
ambivalent at best. These areas, mostly oriented towards the export of manufactured
products, have so far contributed little to the diversification of economies or to the
strengthening of the entrepreneurial fabric of the host cities and countries.
Table 2: Free zones in West Africa and their specificities
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Source: https://www.oecd.org/fr/csao/publications/49815538.pdf
However, it should be noted that West African countries which have adopted free zone
regimes have failed to attract more foreign direct investment (FDI) than countries which do
not have such regimes. As for their impact on employment, if the free zones represent up to
half of the jobs in the secondary sector in some countries (e.g., Togo), this in fact reflects
their low level of industrialization. The workforce is generally low-skilled, few training
opportunities and working conditions.
Special economic zones more oriented towards the internal economy and having stronger
links with local businesses are increasingly desired, especially in view of the increase in
intra-African trade.
The African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA12), s signed in early 2018 by the
majority of African countries, represents an excellent opportunity to support economic
transformation in general and local industrialization in particular, by promoting links on
the continent, particularly in the area of trade in services, which will help support the
manufacturing sector.
The fragmentation of production processes into tasks performed by different companies
located in different countries will change the way of conceiving the manufacturing industry
in different countries. The prospect of forging sub-contracting, intermediate consumption
and input relationships between African companies creates endless business opportunities
that can have a structural effect on the African economy.
To achieve this, African countries must strive to develop local services by improving
regulatory frameworks and granting greater financial autonomy to local governments,
thereby strengthening the infrastructure and service environment for the private sector.
This will help mobilize domestic and foreign resources (especially in capital-intensive
services such as finance and insurance) to facilitate the provision of these services. But the
provision of services can take different forms, which can often be complementary.
Agreed protocols on services and the ongoing negotiations on investment and competition
policy under the AfCFTA will contribute to the development of the manufacturing industry
at the local level if countries prioritize the provision of efficient services. rather than
protecting sectors. The manufacturing industry does not need protection, it needs to
increase its competitiveness. Access to profitable and efficient inputs is essential.
Increasingly, most of these inputs are services.
The prospect of open borders puts digitization at the forefront more than ever. Digitization
is a way for African countries to take advantage of AfCFTA, boost manufacturing industry
and create more productive jobs. By reducing the unit costs of production, information
exchange and transactions, digital technologies can help African economies develop new
value chains, as well as strengthen existing ones (See thematic article on LEDNA
Newsletter issue number 7 13).
This requires however the development of targeted policies aimed at bridging the global
digital divide. A persistent digital divide can lead to a relocation of manufacturing tasks,
limited offshoring of digitally advanced production in the future, and a slowdown in the
diffusion of technology. All of this can harm the development of African economies.
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African businesses face many well-known challenges in digitalization, including high cost
of capital and electricity, unreliable power supply, lack of available credit, lack of relevant
skills, the high price of raw materials and the weakness of customs and logistics.
For digital transformation to take place, policies must not only address these challenges,
but also build digital capacities and manage inclusive digital transformation in the
manufacturing sector hence the role of local leaders in meeting this challenge and growing
up. invest in the exploration of efficient alternatives that can overcome the aforementioned
challenges.
The search for donors and loans to bear these costs also remains a heavy responsibility that
each local authority alone cannot ensure, which calls on local governments to adopt, within
the framework of a mutualist approach, a solution adapted by and for African cities. The
Africa Territorial Agency (ATA)14 is an innovative solution for financing the infrastructure
and equipment necessary for the economy of our cities.
Policy makers must prioritize access to ICT goods and services, encourage innovation and
research, and update laws on data localization, protection, and intellectual property rights.
It is also important to improve market access at local and national level for African
businesses by developing e-commerce. To do this, postal systems and basic road
infrastructure must be improved, and local and national governments must invest in the
development of electronic address systems and digital identities, in building digital trust in
consumers and in the digitization of customs.

L.E.D. WATCH

ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE

Senegal: Dakar, Local governance: More than 20 billion planned in 2021 to ensure
investments by local and regional governments.

https://www.knowledge-uclga.org/les-villes-et-collectivites-territoriales-africaines-au-coeur-de-larelance.html?lang=fr
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The steering committee of the Support Program for Municipalities and Agglomerations in
Senegal met, as it does twice a year, to provide observations related to the implementation of
local activities beneficial to the populations. PACASEN is responsible for monitoring the level
of execution in the field and resolving the difficulties to ensure better performance of the
program.
The coordinator Ndeye Mariéme Samb, gives here a certain number of results considered
satisfactory. Indeed, on improving the governance of local authorities, we realize that there is
a considerable evolution of their performance vis-à-vis local governance projects. The
PACASEN steering committee also noted performance linked to the increase in resources
allocated to local authorities through reforms carried out and supported by the program. But
also, an improvement through the fund for the equipment of local authorities.
Find out more here .
Cameroon: Local development - Nearly 28 billion CFA Francs for the city of Bertoua
The Minister of Housing and Urban Development, on a working visit to the Eastern
region, signed on January 18 with the Mayor, the city contract for the 2020-2026
period.
The Bertoua city contract, entered into for six years on January 18, will allow urban projects
to be carried out in the form of a contract between the national Government, the
decentralized local authorities, and their partners. It is thus a question of implementing, in a
concerted manner, territorialized policies of inclusive development and urban renewal aimed
at combating the process of devaluation of the city of Bertoua and therefore improving the
living conditions of its inhabitants.
This contract is a city project that becomes a life project for the city hall as well as for the
municipalities of Bertoua I and Bertoua II. It is therefore a budget of 27.950 billion CFA
Francs that will be devoted to improving the living conditions of the populations of the capital
of the “Soleil Levant” region. For the occasion, the Minister of Housing and Urban
Development, Célestine Ketcha Courtès, made the trip to Bertoua with the French
Ambassador to Cameroon, H.E Christophe Guilhou. In addition to the mayor of the town of
Bertoua, Jean Marie Dimbele, the mayors of the district municipalities attended the
ceremony.
This framework agreement has three programs. The first program, which involves
investment, covers all activities related to infrastructure works. At this level, it is a question of
translating the programs into concrete activities that will be carried out by the Ministry
(MINHDU) and its potential donors in order to beautify the city.
Read more here .
DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESSES

Congo: Private sector/ 40 companies will receive subsidies of nearly 1.5 billion CFA
Francs.
Micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) will benefit from financing of 10 to 90
million CFA Francs and about 125 million CFA Francs for value chains. They were selected
12

as part of the Business Development and Competitiveness Support Project (Padec), financed
by the World Bank.

The beneficiary companies are distributed in particular in the departments of Brazzaville (20),
Pointe-Noire (7), Pool (1), Sangha (1), Niari (10) and Bouenza (1). Those in the capital city
signed agreements on June 14 and 15, 2021, with the SME Development Support Fund
team, an instrument set up for this purpose.
The financing agreements aim, according to Padec, to present the legal framework linking it
with micro-enterprises, to have the agreement signed by the beneficiary MSMEs, to promote
the appropriation of the beneficiary companies to the acquisition procedures (award of
contracts) which will be used in the context of the implementation of their sub-project.
Read more here .
South Africa: $ 7 billion expansion plan to improve the performance of the Port of
Durban

The challenge for a better positioning, generated by the competition which prevails in the port
sector in Africa, obliges the South African government to initiate structural reforms to restore
13

the image of the port of Durban.
An ambitious modernization plan is in preparation to allow the port of Durban, formerly
ranked as number 1 of the most efficient African ports, to regain its letters of nobility. This is
information made public on Monday, April 19 by South African President Cyril Ramaphosa,
who announced his intention to involve private investors to mobilize the $ 7 billion needed to
finance the project.
"Thanks to operational improvements and structural reforms, the port of Durban will regain its
place as the best performing port in Africa," said the president.
The work to be carried out involves, among other things, the deepening of the channel in
order to receive so-called latest generation ships, as well as the filling of the docks to
strengthen their hosting capacity.
Read more here .

DEVELOPMENT OF LIVING CONDITIONS

Kenya: Nairobi, Africa's digital flagship, seeks its post-COVID future
Being a key economic and diplomatic hub for East Africa, Nairobi has positioned itself
as an innovative high-tech hub. Will the pandemic slow down this boom?

Nairobi, the Kenyan capital, is on the starting blocks to emerge from the health crisis by
regaining growth. For years, this important economic and diplomatic hub of East Africa has
struggled to shed a reputation for crime and insecurity as unenviable as Lagos's. The gamble
was won at the turn of the 2010s with the stemming of the tide of deadly carjackings that
used to put the expat community and business travelers on perpetual high alert. At the same
time, the metropolis has given itself a new image of high-tech innovation while seeing the
emergence of a higher local social class, often educated abroad.
To succeed in its transformation, Nairobi has been able to take advantage of access 14

relatively as a pioneer in Africa - to a fast-speed internet flow, an opportunity that has given
birth to a digital hub. This technological facility has enabled the metropolis to renew itself
while establishing its position, still unmatched in the East of the continent, as the crossroads
of international diplomacy and development institutions, with many international NGOs
established on site.
Read more here .
EThekwini Municipality unveils development plan to improve service delivery and
grow economy

THE eThekwini Municipality has unveiled a “hope for the future” development plan that aims
to improve service delivery, stimulate economic growth and produce a prosperous future for
its citizens.
The plan, called eThekwini One Plan, Pathway to an Envisaged Future, was tabled before
members of the executive committee yesterday.
The development blueprint, described by opposition parties as ambitious and a “pie in the
sky” plan, spells out in detail what it hopes Durban will be like in the next 50 years.
For instance, it hopes that by 2030, the poverty levels in eThekwini would have been halved,
and by 2050, the millions of residents living in the city would be prosperous.
The plan is part of the district development model initiative that was launched by President
Cyril Ramaphosa in 2019 that promotes co-ordination among all three spheres of
government to improve service delivery.
Learn more here

DEVELOPMENT OF TERRITORIES
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Morocco: Agadir, the media library takes shape

As nodal point of the reading network launched under the Urban Development Program
(PDU) of Agadir 2020-2024, the documentary resource center and the Agadir media library is
taking shape. The local development corporation (“SDL”) “Agadir Souss-Massa
aménagement” has just launched the call for tenders (n ° 42/2021 / s2a) relating to the
construction works of this project on 3,000 m² covered at the level of the future Al Inbiâat
park. The land to house this project is located on the edge of Hassan II Avenue near the
south gate of the Al Inbiâat stadium.
The successful bidder for this contract will be known from mid-July, the date scheduled for
the public bid opening session. The development works will mobilize an envelope of MAD
29.2 million, according to the budget estimated by the owner, the local development
corporation « Agadir Souss-Massa Aménagement".
Read more here .

Tunisia: Municipality of Tunis - Launch of the "A'SIMA Tunis" project: For a
sustainable Mediterranean metropolis ...
The "A'SIMA Tunis" project aims to strengthen the urban and metropolitan
sustainability of the City of Tunis through improved governance and the involvement
of national and international partnerships.

The MedCities network of cities and the Municipality of Tunis have held in Tunis, the launch
of the project "A’SIMA Tunis: Strategic planning and multi-level governance for a resilient
metropolitan city". The event notably marked the beginning of the process of developing the
Strategy of the City of Tunis (SdVT), a strategic plan for the City of Tunis that will be aligned
with the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.
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The "A'SIMA Tunis" project aims to strengthen the urban and metropolitan sustainability of
the City of Tunis through improved governance and the involvement of national and
international partnerships. Funded by the European Union, this four-year project (2020-2024)
will support the City of Tunis in defining a new horizon for the future. This requires
establishing a Shared City Strategy for the future of Tunis that is defined by its citizens and
for its citizens, in all their diversity, to face the metropolitan challenges of the territory of
Greater Tunis. The SdVT covers aspects such as the environment, urban planning and
sustainable management of mobility, employment, economic growth, social cohesion, quality
of life and the well-being of citizens.

Read more here
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Cameroon: Dr Jérôme Manfred Manga: "Decentralized territorial governments need
qualified resources"
In an interview with the head of the School of Development and Management of Local
Governments (EDMCL), where he dwelled on the openings available to trained auditors
in terms of socio-professional integration. It was on Friday, May 7, 2021 in Yaoundé,
on the sidelines of the solemn graduation ceremony of the second class of this
training school.
What is the feeling that crosses your mind when you place on the employment market
a new series of players and operators in the development and management of
decentralized local governments?

It’s a sure bet! It wasn’t easy. The current social context has not given us the possibility of
moving better in the direction of the transmission of knowledge. Fortunately, the director
general of INJS made it possible for us to have a platform to start the online training.
This allowed us to get on with the face-to-face trainings, to impart skills to these listeners
whom we make available to local governments, to the national governments, in short to the
entire nation.
Read more here .
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Côte d’Ivoire: Yamoussoukro / Sustainable socio-professional integration of young
people: 10,400 unemployed or underemployed young people now targeted
At the initiative of the Office for the Coordination of Employment Programs (BCPEmploi), a capacity building workshop for the teams of the "Project Units" of the local
authorities benefiting from the Debt Reduction and Development Contracts (C2D)
Youth Employment Project (intended for the fight against youth unemployment) on the
C2D management procedures opened on Thursday, June 17 at the "Hôtel des
Parlementaires" in Yamoussoukro.

This workshop, which ended on June 25, aimed at facilitating and ensuring proper
implementation of project activities with the required quality. Better still, it an opportunity for
the project units to improve their technical capacities and to give the beneficiary regions and
districts the chance to optimize the conditions for the implementation of the project,
particularly in terms of procurement, accounting and financial management, monitoringevaluation, and environmental and social protection.
Read more here
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ANALYSES & POINTS DE VUE

“African Cities and Subnational and Local governments at the heart of the
post-COVID economic and financial recovery:
The role of the Africa Territorial Agency
(ATA)"

Lire la vidéo ici
The world population is expected to reach 8.1 billion in 2025, 9.6 billion in 2050,
and 10.9 billion in 2100. It is Africa that will provide more than half of the growth
of the world population, moving from 2.4 billion inhabitants in 2050 to 4.2 billion
in 2100. With an average annual demographic growth of 2.4%, which is the
highest in the world, the African population has doubled in the last thirty years
while the European population for example only increased by 15% during the
same period.
Experts estimate that between 1950 and 2050, Africa's urban population will
have increased by 1.3 billion people, i.e. more than the total increase in urban
population in Europe, Latin America, North America, and Oceania combined.
The African continent is the most rapidly urbanizing region of the world. It is
therefore the region of the world with the greatest investment needed to
accompany the population growth.
Africa currently has three (3) cities of more than 10 million inhabitants (Cairo:
17.7 million inhabitants; Lagos: 13.12 million inhabitants; and Kinshasa: 11.58
million inhabitants); 4 cities with a population of between 5 and 10 million
inhabitants; 49 cities with a population of 1 to 5 million inhabitants; 53 cities with
populations between 500,000 and 1 million inhabitants; and 85 cities with a
population of 300,000 to 500,000 inhabitants. These cities produce around 60%
of the continent's GDP, and are home to a middle class that is expected to equal
that of China in 2020. The economic weight of this middle class is currently
estimated at USD 700 billion, and is expected to reach USD 1700 billion in 2030.
Africa's urban population is characterized by its extreme youth. The median age
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of the population is 19. Compared to other regions, the weight of young people
in the population of African cities is both a challenge and an opportunity. The
challenge is to have to train and integrate into the economic and social life of
thousands of young people while the employment possibilities do not live up to
expectations. The opportunity is to have a large and better trained workforce
thanks to the progress of education, and a workforce which is ready to invest in
exploiting the vast potential offered by the continent, provided that the continent
knows how to mobilize on an annual basis for the next 10 to 15 years the sum of
USD 80 billion necessary to put in place the urban infrastructure and services
necessary to ensure the efficient management and operation of the cities of the
continent.
Experts estimate the current annual added value of African cities at around USD
51 billion, and their annual debt capacity at USD 8 billion. On the other hand, the
annual turnover of the 200 main banks operating on the continent is estimated at
over USD 1 trillion, and their annual net income at around USD 45 billion. In
other words, African cities are now operating in an environment characterized by
expanding and increasingly mature financial markets.
Rationale
The challenge of financing urban infrastructure and services in cities and
territories in Africa is therefore huge because the demand for infrastructure and
equipment is at a level never before reached. It is to
2
examine this challenge that in collaboration with FMDV, UCLG- Africa held in
Marrakech, Morocco, in December 2014, the Resolutions Africa Conference on
the theme of "Financing African Cities: Agenda, Alliances and Solutions". At the
end of the proceedings, the participants who were mainly the mayors and local
authorities of the continent recommended the establishment of a financial
vehicle dedicated to the development of cities and territories in Africa, called
Africa Territorial Agency (ATA). This funding mechanism is essential to meet the
exponential demand for financing of local equipment and infrastructure.
The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the need to find sustainable and
innovative financing solutions for the demographic process in Africa. The impact
of the pandemic is estimated, on average for African local authorities, to result in
a drop of between -65% and -30% in the financial resources of local authorities.
As for the investment expenditure of local authorities, they will drop within a
range of -50% to -80%. If these figures are confirmed, it is to be feared that local
authorities will lose two-thirds of their resources, thus endangering the provision
of local public services to the populations. In the best case, one can expect a
drop in local finances equivalent to one third of local budgets, which is a real
concern.
Today, the already difficult financial situation of local authorities is exacerbated
by the Covid-19 pandemic, hence the need to find a solid mechanism to allocate
humanitarian funds as well as funds to the resilience building programs. In
addition, it is essential to act immediately for the financing of investments and
the measures to counter the repercussions of this crisis, which remains the
central question to be resolved by the territories.
The Africa Territorial Agency is designed as a cooperative fund of African cities
and territories (100 cities initially) which would each commit to making an initial
stake for the fund of 100,000 Euros. This initial investment of 10 million Euros
should make it possible to raise additional resources from financing institutions
or on the financial markets.
The ATA must help put in place the investments and services needed to cope
with the rapid growth of cities on the continent and to catch up with decades of
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underinvestment. Beyond these imperatives, which are specific to the territories,
investment at the local level makes the operation of African cities more efficient
in general, improves the performance and financial governance of local
authorities, and contributes to the effective mobilization of funding in support of
the development of cities and territories in Africa.
African cities and subnational and local governments, like any economic agent,
need to invest in order to strengthen their capacities to finance local public
investments. The access of subnational and local governments to borrowing is
justified for several reasons.
First of all, local governments' access to loans makes it possible to finance local
equipments which cannot be financed in real time from current activities. Africa
is the last continent experiencing demographic growth, which has the
consequence of inducing significant investment to accompany the population
growth, which exceeds by far the capacities of the central Government and even
less those of local governments. In most African countries, local public
investment needs are reaching unprecedented levels. This necessary recourse
to borrowing is explained by the immense needs. These are generally out of
proportion to the savings, even the multi-year savings that a local authority can
generate. Borrowing is therefore essential for subnational and local governments
to have the capacity to achieve their equipment goals.
Access to loans for cities and subnational and local governments has the
advantage of financing social facilities that cannot be supported by projectbased approaches. The infrastructure and equipments of cities are of two types;
commercial equipments (markets, bus stations, slaughterhouses) and local
public facilities such as the road and sanitation network, and the school and
health infrastructures, to name but a few. Though the financing of commercial
equipment is easier, since such equipment can be the subject of arrangements
that allow investors to recover their initial investment as well as the associated
accruing interest, the financing of social infrastructure is less easy. In this
context, the loan to municipal institutions is better suited to finance infrastructure
and social amenities.
3
On a completely different level, access to borrowing has the advantage of
broadening the base making it possible to finance local equipment. In fact, in
most cases, loans from local governments relate to equipment with a very long
lifespan, which gives periods of return on investment of the same order. Over
this period, and with the growth of the population being a contributing factor, the
repayment of the loan will be made on a much broader base. So, within 20
years, the inhabitants of a city that is growing at 4% per year will each repay, for
a loan at constant annuities, half as much as the inhabitants of today. Access by
local governments to borrowing is therefore a powerful means of mobilizing local
resources.
Taking into account the long-term effects is also one of the advantages of
borrowing. Indeed, borrowing is a way of managing the current and future
resources. Since, for example, schools, health centers or roads have
advantages that are staggered over the long term, it is very important to resort to
borrowing but in such a way that the payment of the debt is also staggered over
the long term, rather than forcing current taxpayers to foot the bill immediately.
Finally, and certainly the most transformative effect on cities is the fact that
access to borrowing makes it possible to discipline local authorities and their
local officials in terms of local financial management. Access to borrowing
generally generates several duties whose main reason is to ensure the capacity
of local governments to repay; improving the quality of public expenditure; the
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publication of clear, approved and precise management accounts; improving the
mobilization of own resources; the use of efficient financial instruments; local
budgetary discipline, and other duties. All these measures, which are initially
conditionalities for local governments, eventually become habits and thus not
only strengthen the capacities of municipal officials who deal with financial
management, but also raise the level of responsibility and awareness of local
elected officials in this area.
Within the framework of the Africa Territorial Agency (ATA), a “ Readiness ”
program is planned with the aim of preparing cities and subnational and local
governments for access to borrowing. This institutional support should be based
on themes such as support for the management of Public-Private Partnerships
(PPP), structuring the financial and statistical services, the budget programming,
the loan management, the statistical monitoring of urban data, the relationship
between urban development planning and financial and budget planning, and
human resource development. This institutional support will focus not only on
good resource mobilization, but also on improving the quality of public spending
and sound financial management.
MEMBERS / PARTNERS INFO

LA VILLE DE DAKAR S’ENGAGE DANS LA LUTTE

The effects of climate change are among the current challenges facing humanity on a
global scale. This reality is worsened in African cities, because of the strong demographic
growth.
Faced with climate change which has visible consequences in the country, the city of
Dakar has decided to join the fight. She launched yesterday, Thursday June 10, 2021, in a
hotel in the square, the project "Support for the convention of mayors for energy in
Senegal". Funded by grants from the European Union (EU) and Spanish Cooperation, this
project aims to fight climate change, more specifically, greenhouse gas emissions.
The effects of climate change are among the current challenges facing humanity on a
global scale. This reality is worsened in African cities, due to strong demographic growth
and poorly adapted infrastructure, among others. It is in this context that the City of Dakar,
one of the cities witnessing the impacts of climate change, with the support of the
Covenant of Mayors in Sub-Saharan Africa (COM SSA, its name in English acronym),
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launched the phase of implementation of the project “Support for the Covenant of Mayors
for Climate and Energy in Senegal” on June 10, 2021, in a hotel in Dakar.

Read more here.

The actions of Togolese municipalities geared towards international
cooperation

The first national forum on the international action of local authorities ended on
Thursday 24 June, attended by more than 150 national and international actors
focused on the exchange and sharing of experience.
The meeting brought together mayors and those responsible for managing
decentralized cooperation relations between town halls, members of the office and
the executive secretary of the “Faîtière des Communes du Togo” (FCT),
representatives of the ministries of territorial administration, of the decentralization
and development of territories and foreign affairs and also the ambassadors of
Germany, France, Belgium, the European Union and the United States, the
representatives of technical and financial partners, as well as those of the
municipalities of some countries in the sub-region (Benin and Burkina Faso) and
technical advisers from the Decentralization and Local Governance Program
(ProDeGoL), the “savoirnews” media outlet reported.
Read more here .

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

« In Nigeria, financial services, telecoms and
entertainment have driven growth more than oil.
»

Oscar N. Onyema
Chief Executive Officer of the Nigerian Stock
Exchange
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EVENTS
Taking into account the current situation of COVID-19 and of its unpredictable
developments in the weeks and two months (January-February) to come, both in
Africa and at the international and national level, here we offer you a selection of
webinars and MOOCs - open and massive online courses - focusing on the
themes of Local Economic Development (LED).
Sustainable development: challenges and trajectories
More info
Online course (MOOC)
Management of protected areas More info
Currently available / MOOC
African cities: Environment and challenges of sustainable
development
More info
Currently available / MOOC
African Cities: An Introduction to Urban Planning
More info

Currently available / MOOC
African cities: Mobility and urban transport
More info
Currently available / MOOC
African cities: Restructuring of precarious neighborhoods
More info
Currently available / MOOC

JOBS

Secretary of the Commission, ADDIS ABABA (Ethiopia)
Organization: Economic Commission for Africa
Sector: Peace and political and humanitarian issues
Closing date: August 07, 2021
Click here to apply
INTERN - OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR, ARUSHA (Tanzania)
Organization: International mechanism called upon to exercise the residual
functions of the Criminal Tribunals
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Sector: NTERN - LEGAL AFFAIRS
Closing date: August 22, 2021
Click here to apply
Deputy Program Officer, DAKAR (Senegal)
Organization: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
Sector: CRIME PREVENTION AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE OFFICER
Closing date: July 20, 2021
Click here to apply
ASSOCIATE POLITICAL AFFAIRS OFFICER, KINSHASA (DRC CONGO)
Organization: United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo
Sector: Specialist associate in charge of political affairs
Closing date: July 08, 2021
Click here to apply

LEDNA. MULTIMEDIA

PUBLICATIONS
AGENDA 2063: THE VISION FOR
2063

INDUSTRIALISING AFRICA
Strategies, policies, institutions
and financing

Read here

Read here
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VIDEOS
Governor Peter Anyang Nyong’o: "Kisumu is ready to host the Africities
summit (26-30 April 2022)

Read the video here

Mali: pillars of development

Read the video here
• Become a Member of the LEDNA network now!
• Start exploring the skills of more than 2500
Members of LEDNA
• Visit the discussion Forum of the LEDNA community
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• Access the latest resources
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